
Statistical Mechanics Summary 
•  Maxwell-Boltzmann probability weights 
•  Partition Function 
•  Calculating expectation values using the partition function 
•  Equipartition theorem 

•  Entropy 
•  Quantum statistical mechanics 
•  Bosons, Fermions, classical particles 
•  Blackbody radiation 

•  Additional concepts 
•  Free electron gas 
•  Diffusion equation 
•  Heat capacity and response functions 
•  Blackbody radiation 
•  Bose-Einstein condensation 



Probabilistic Thinking 
•  An example problem: 



Probabilistic Thinking 
•  An example problem: 

•  Just need to consider the probability of placing all N particles 
outside the tiny excluded volume 

•  P(Outside) = 1-P(Inside) = 1-10-6 

•  Placement of each of the N atoms is independent of the 
placement of the others 

•  => P(Outside) N = (1-10-6)N 

•  Alternatively: take limits!  Should the probability be big or 
small as N approaches infinity? 



Probabilistic Thinking 
•  Classical mechanics is purely deterministic 
•  Laplace: can perfectly describe everything given enough time 
•  For many O(1023) degrees of freedom, phase space becomes too 

complicated to describe exactly 
•  If we can’t describe the system exactly, let’s describe it 

probabilistically 
•  So we posit:  
•  System is constantly exploring phase space, moving from state to state 
•  Given that the system has fixed energy, all states with that energy are 

available to the system 
•  The system spends an equal amount of time in each of these states 

(probabilities of each of these states are identical) 



Maxwell-Boltzmann Probability Weights 
•  What is the probability that the system will be found in a state 

with energy E? 

•  Boltzmann weights:  

•  Can use Boltzmann weights to find the relative probabilities of 
being found in two states 

  
•  Think of temperature as a parameter that controls the 

frequency at which the system jumps from a lower energy state 
to a higher energy state 



Maxwell-Boltzmann Probability Weights 
•  Example problem:  
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74. The Lagrangian for a mechanical system is 

L aq bq �� ,2 4  

  where q is a generalized coordinate and a  
and b are constants. The equation of motion 
for this system is 
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75. The matrix shown above transforms the com-
ponents of a vector in one coordinate frame S to 
the components of the same vector in a second 
coordinate frame S′. This matrix represents a 
rotation of the reference frame S by 

(A) 30° clockwise about the x-axis 
(B) 30° counterclockwise about the z-axis 
(C) 45° clockwise about the z-axis 
(D) 60° clockwise about the y-axis 
(E) 60° counterclockwise about the z-axis 

 
76. The mean kinetic energy of the conduction 

electrons in metals is ordinarily much higher  
than kT because 

(A) electrons have many more degrees of 
freedom than atoms do 

(B) the electrons and the lattice are not in thermal 
equilibrium 

(C) the electrons form a degenerate Fermi gas 
(D) electrons in metals are highly relativistic 
(E) electrons interact strongly with phonons 

 

77. An ensemble of systems is in thermal equilibrium 
with a reservoir for which kT  =  0.025 eV. 
State A has an energy that is 0.1 eV above that 
of state B. If it is assumed the systems obey 
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics and that the 
degeneracies of the two states are the same, then 
the ratio of the number of systems in state A to 
the number in state B is 

(A) e+4 

(B) e+0.25 

(C) 1 

(D) e�0.25 

(E) e�4 

 
78. The muon decays with a characteristic lifetime  

of about 10�6 second into an electron, a muon  
neutrino, and an electron antineutrino. The muon  
is forbidden from decaying into an electron and  
just a single neutrino by the law of conservation of 

(A) charge 
(B) mass 
(C) energy and momentum 
(D) baryon number 
(E) lepton number 

 
79. A particle leaving a cyclotron has a total 

relativistic energy of 10 GeV and a relativistic 
momentum of 8 GeV/c. What is the rest mass  
of this particle? 

(A) 0.25 GeV/c2 
(B) 1.20 GeV/c2 

(C) 2.00 GeV/c2 
(D) 6.00 GeV/c2 
(E) 16.0 GeV/c2 
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Maxwell-Boltzmann Probability Weights 
•  Example problem:  
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Partition Function 
•  Suppose we know the energy E for each system configuration σ 
•  Sum MB factors over all possible system configurations {σ} 

 

•  (Note possibility of degeneracy, where many σ’s produce same E) 
•  Observations: Take limits! 
•  kT-> 0 
•  kT >> E 



Partition Function 



Partition Function 



Partition Function 
•  Contains an incredible amount of information 
•  We don’t measure z, we measure its moments: 
•  Average system energy is found: 

 
 
•  Question:  
•  What is the average height of a single molecule of air with mass m? 
•  (Note: Can also answer with dimensional analysis only) 



Partition Function 
•  Question:  
•  What is the average height of a single molecule of air with mass m? 
•  (Note: Can also answer with dimensional analysis only) 



Heat Capacity and Response Functions 
•  Response functions measure how a 

macroscopic property of the system 
changes when a control parameter is 
varied 

•  Calculated using derivatives of the 
partition function 

•  Heat capacity: How much energy 
does it take to raise the temperature 
of an object? 
•  [C] = Joule/Kelvin 

•  Magnetic susceptibility 
•  How much does the magnetization 

change given an applied field? 

•  Thermal expansion (V vs. T) 
•  Isothermal compressibility (V vs P) 



Equipartition+Theorem+
•  Each%degree%of%freedom%that%contributes%quadra&cally%to%
the%Hamiltonian%(momentum,%rota7on,%oscilla7on)%
contributes%½%kBT%to%the%internal%energy%of%the%par7cle%
(and%½%kB%to%the%specific%heat)%
•  Derived%from%Gaussian%integral%form%of%expecta7on%values%
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Equipartition+Theorem+
•  Each%degree%of%freedom%that%contributes%quadra&cally%to%
the%Hamiltonian%(momentum,%rota7on,%oscilla7on)%
contributes%½%kBT%to%the%internal%energy%of%the%par7cle%
(and%½%kB%to%the%specific%heat)%
•  Derived%from%Gaussian%integral%form%of%expecta7on%values%
•  Consider%monatomic%(ideal)%gas:%
•  Molecule%may%translate%only%

•  Consider%diatomic%gas:%
•  Molecule%may%translate%(3),%rotate%(2),%oscillate%(1)%
•  Different%modes%relevant%at%different%temperatures%



Equipartition Theorem 



Equipartition+Theorem+
A%diatomic%ideal%gas%of%N%par7cles%is%trapped%on%a%layer%of%
material,%such%that%the%gas%molecules%are%free%to%move%only%in%
two%dimensions.%%What%is%the%CV%of%this%gas?%%Assume%
temperature%is%too%low%for%the%molecule’s%chemical%bond%to%
vibrate.%

A.  1/2%N%kB%
B.  N%kB%
C.  3/2%N%kB%
D.  2%N%kB%
E.  5/2%N%kB%



Entropy 
•  Microscopic: 
•  Entropy measures disorder 

and ignorance: How difficult 
is it to make a prediction? 

•  More available states makes it 
difficult to predict the specific 
state 

•  Macroscopic 

•  In real world systems, we 
minimize free energy 

•  Maximize entropy as energy is 
minimized 
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Ordered Disordered 

Ising Model Phases: 

In which case is the 
missing spin’s state 
easier to predict? 



Entropy: Probabilistic Interpretation 
•  Entropy is maximized when there is maximal ignorance about 

the state of the system 
•  Macroscopically, the system reaches equilibrium is in the most 

probable state, which has the largest number of available 
microstates 

•  For systems with many, many degrees of freedom, it becomes 
vanishingly unlikely that the system will spontaneously switch to 
a lower-probability, lower-entropy state 

•  Shannon entropy: 



Entropy:+counting+states+
%
The%threeUdimensional%harmonic%oscillator%transi7ons%from%the%
n=1%state%to%the%n=2%state.%%What%is%the%change%in%entropy?%
%

A.  0%
B.  hw%
C.  kB%%
D.  kB%log(2)%
E.  kB%log(3)%



Relating Entropy to Partition Function 
•  Try: plug MB weights into the probabilistic interpretation of 

entropy 
•  Results in familiar expression for free energy 



Relating Entropy to Partition Function 
•  Try: plug MB weights into the probabilistic interpretation of 

entropy 
•  Results in familiar expression for free energy 



Relating Entropy to Partition Function 
•  Calculation: 
•  Use: 
•  As T->∞, β->0 
•  Need to calculate z: 

 

•  Intuition: 
(D): is for ideal gases 
(B): Higher temperature means higher probability of jumping between 
states => more disorder and entropy 
(A) & (C): For high temperatures, we know all energy states approach 
equal probability, so there probably a finite cutoff instead of a 
boundless increase 



Quantum Statistical Mechanics 
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70. A wire loop that encloses an area of 10 cm2 
has a resistance of 5 : . The loop is placed 
in a magnetic field of 0.5 T with its plane 
perpendicular to the field. The loop is suddenly 
removed from the field. How much charge flows 
past a given point in the wire? 

(A) 10�4 C 
(B) 10�3 C 
(C) 10�2 C 
(D) 10�1 C 
(E) 1 C 

 
 

 

71. Two nonrelativistic electrons move in circles 
under the influence of a uniform magnetic  
field B, as shown in the figure above. The ratio 
r1/r2 of the orbital radii is equal to 1/3. Which of 
the following is equal to the ratio X1/X2 of the 
speeds? 

(A) 1/9 
(B) 1/3 
(C) 1 
(D) 3 
(E) 9 

 

72. Which of the following statements about bosons 
and/or fermions is true? 

(A) Bosons have symmetric wave functions and 
obey the Pauli exclusion principle. 

(B) Bosons have antisymmetric wave functions 
and do not obey the Pauli exclusion 
principle. 

(C) Fermions have symmetric wave functions and 
obey the Pauli exclusion principle. 

(D) Fermions have antisymmetric wave functions 
and obey the Pauli exclusion principle. 

(E) Bosons and fermions obey the Pauli 
exclusion principle. 

 
73. The discovery of the J \  particle was especially 

significant because it provided evidence for which 
of the following? 

(A) Parity violation in weak interactions 
(B) Massive neutrinos 
(C) Higgs bosons 
(D) Charmed quarks 
(E) Strange quarks 

 



Quantum Statistical Mechanics 
•  Fermions obey the Pauli Exclusion Principle:  
•  No two can occupy the same state at the same time 
•  Occupation numbers nf = 0 or 1 
•  Creates “degeneracy pressure” in a Fermionic gas 

•  No restriction on Boson occupation numbers: 
•  nb = 0, 1,2 ,3, etc. 

•  Average occupation number of  
    states by Bosons and Fermions  
    with energy E: 
 



Blackbody+Radiation+
•  Radia7on%from%a%body%at%
thermodynamic%equilibrium%
with%its%surroundings%

•  Treats%object%as%a%gas%of%
discrete%bosonic%photons%

•  Absorbs%all%incoming%
photons,%emits%photons%on%
con7nuous%spectrum%

•  Examples%
•  The%Sun%
•  Your%body%in%outer%space%

•  Characteris7c%spectrum%%
(W/m2/s/steradian)%

% h]p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BlackUbody_radia7on%



Rules+to+Remember+
•  Scaling%of%total%energy%flux%(J/m2/s)%vs%temperature%%

(StefanUBoltzmann%Law)%

•  Scaling%of%spectrum%peak%wavelength%vs%temperature%%
(Wien’s%Law)%


